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Motivated by a recent tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) measurement in which the negative TMR

is observed in MgO/NiO-based magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs), we have performed systematic

calculations of transmission, current, and TMR of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ with different thicknesses

of NiO and MgO layers based on noncollinear density functional theory and non-equilibrium

Green’s function theory. The calculations show that, as the thickness of NiO and MgO layers is

small, the negative TMR can be obtained which is attributed to the spin mixing effect and interface

state. However, in the thick MTJ, the spin-flipping scattering becomes weaker, and thus, the MTJs

recover positive TMR. Based on our theoretical results, we believe that the interface state at Fe/NiO

interface and the spin mixing effect induced by noncollinear interfacial magnetization will play

important role in determining transmission and current of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ. The results reported

here will be important in understanding the electron tunneling in MTJ with the barrier made by tran-

sition metal oxide. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4999764]

Magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) has become an elemen-

tary unit of magnetic devices such as the magnetic random

access memory1–4 and magnetic sensors.5 An MTJ consists

of two ferromagnetic layers which sandwich a thin insulating

barrier. It has attracted much attention in both fields of fun-

damental and application sciences due to its high tunneling

magnetoresistance (TMR).6,7 In order to improve TMR,

experimentalists need to take into account different factors.

Among them, the interface is believed to play a pivotal role.

Although the interface effect is important for a true under-

standing of MTJ, diverse and sometimes controversial results

from both experimental observation and theoretical calcula-

tions are obtained.8–11 Hence, the role of interface in deter-

mining the TMR of MTJ is still elusive.

Although it is desired to have a high value of TMR, one

usually observes a negative TMR under some experimental

conditions. It is generally believed that the negative TMR is

closely related to the oxidation of ferromagnetic (FM) layers

in MTJs. In experiment, a transition metal oxide (e.g., FeO)

monolayer or multilayer is very likely to form at the metal-

oxide interface, which has been confirmed by a number of

experiments.12–16 For instance, Kalitsov et al. have studied

the effect of the oxidation of Fe layers on TMR of Fe/O/

MgO/Fe MTJ and found an asymmetric bias-dependence and

negative value of TMR at some bias,17 which is explained by

the effect of asymmetric barrier modification.

In a recent experimental work, instead of the oxidation

of Fe layer, Yang et al. inserted a thin NiO layer into Fe/

MgO/Fe MTJ and reproduced negative TMR.18 Based on the

analysis of x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) and

magnetoresistance measurements, they attributed the negative

TMR to the noncollinear magnetization alignment between

Fe and NiO layers. These findings led to the second mecha-

nism of negative TMR, i.e., noncollinear interface magnetiza-

tion. Meanwhile, in the same paper,18 Yang et al. performed

theoretical calculations based on density functional theory

(DFT) which showed that noncollinear magnetization alters

the interfacial spin polarization and thus reverses the sign of

TMR. From a theoretical point of view, the DFT results pre-

sented by Yang et al.18 belong to the ground state properties

of the system at equilibrium. As the bias voltage is applied,

however, the non-equilibrium effect brought by the bias volt-

age will play an important role in determining the TMR. For

this reason, in this paper, we introduce non-equilibrium trans-

port simulations, which are based on noncollinear DFT and

non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) methods, as a reli-

able tool for the quantitative determination of transmission,

current, and TMR of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ.

The electronic structure calculations of MTJs are per-

formed in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)

of DFT with norm-conserving pseudopotentials as imple-

mented within the OpenMX package.19–21 The pseudoatomic

orbitals (PAOs), which are used as basis functions, are speci-

fied by Fe6.0-s2p2d2, Ni6.0-s2p2d2, Mg7.0-s2p2d2, and

O5.0-s2p2d2, where 6.0 and s2p2d2 represent the cutoff

radius (in Bohr unit) of atomic orbital and the number of

primitive atomic orbitals. The energy cutoff for real space

integration and the solution of Poisson equation is 350 Ry.

After obtaining the Hamiltonian in DFT calculations, we

will calculate the density matrix by means of NEGF method,

i.e., the DFT/NEGF method.19,22–25 With the density matrix,

the charge density and the Hamiltonian will be constructed

again, and the process will be iterated until the convergence

is achieved. The electronic temperature is 300 K, and 150

poles are used in the evaluation of Fermi-Dirac function and

equilibrium density matrix.19 The transmission is calculated

by the Green’s function and the Landauer formula.
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The structure of MTJ is modeled with a two-probe

device, i.e., the left Fe electrode, the central region, and the

right Fe electrode.26–31 The central region contains eight Fe

layers acting as buffer region (four on the left and four on the

right) and MgO and NiO layers in between. In our model, Fe

surface is along [001] direction, which is commensurate with

NiO and MgO unit cell rotated by 45
�

with respect to the Fe

[001] axis.32–35 The side view and top view are shown

in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The lattice constant of bcc Fe is 2.83 Å.

The distances between different layers are dFe�MgO

¼ 2:15Å; dFe�NiO ¼ 1:95 Å and dMgO�NiO ¼ 2:10 Å, respec-

tively, which are obtained by structural relaxations prior

to DFT/NEGF calculations. In order to accommodate the

antiferromagnetic order of NiO, we use a 1� 2 supercell and

periodic boundary condition in the plane perpendicular to

the transport direction. A 9� 5 grid of k points is used in

self-consistent calculations while a 200� 100 grid of k
points is used in the calculations of transmission and current.

The Fermi level is set to be zero.

In order to describe the tilted magnetization at Fe/NiO

interface, the noncollinear DFT is used to construct the

Hamiltonian of system. The magnetizations of the two Fe

electrodes are in either parallel configuration (PC, "")
or antiparallel (APC, "#). Then, TMR is defined as TMR

¼ IPC�IAPC

IAPC
. With respect to the Fe magnetization, two types of

NiO magnetization36 are considered shown in Figs. 1(c)–1(f).

In the first case (collinear), the NiO magnetization is collinear

with those of Fe electrodes. In the second case (noncollinear),

the magnetization of NiO is chosen to be perpendicular

to those of Fe electrodes. After relaxation, the magnetic

moments of Ni and Fe atoms will deviate from the initial set-

ting as shown in Table SI (supplementary material). In NiO,

the magnetizations are kept in the bulk AF2 antiferromagnetic

ordering where the magnetic moments align antiferromagneti-

cally along the [111] direction of bulk NiO. In order to

describe the electron localization of Ni atomic orbitals,37 the

GGAþU method is employed in our calculations. We set

U ¼ 4:0 eV for d orbitals of Ni atoms and U ¼ 0:0 eV for all

other atoms, which reproduce correctly the experimental band

gap.38

Figure 2(a) shows the bias voltage dependence of TMR

of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ. In order to check whether the inclu-

sion of noncollinear interface magnetization and electron cor-

relation in our theoretical methods is relevant, we consider

three types of calculations: (i) collinear magnetization with

U¼ 4.0 eV; (ii) noncollinear magnetization with U¼ 0 eV;

and (iii) noncollinear magnetization with U¼ 4.0 eV. In the

case (i), a high and positive TMR and a V-shape variation

with bias voltage are obtained. In the case (ii), TMR is

suppressed greatly, but it is still positive. When both noncol-

linear magnetization and electron correlation are included in

the calculations (iii), TMR is negative in the negative bias

FIG. 1. (a) Top view and (b) side view of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ with two

layers of MgO and two layers of NiO. In (b), a¼ 5.66 Å and b¼ 2.83 Å. (c)

Initial collinear and (d) noncollinear magnetization between Fe leads and

NiO layers for Fe/NiO/Fe MTJ. (e) and (f) show the magnetization for Fe/

MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ. The arrows show the direction of magnetization. Here,

hFe represents the angle of relaxed magnetic moment of interface Fe atoms

with respect to the lead magnetization.

FIG. 2. (a) TMR of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe

MTJ as function of bias voltage for vari-

ous type of calculations and experimen-

tal data18 (open symbols) (Reproduced

with permission from Yang et al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 167201 (2011).

Copyright 2011 American Physical

Society), and current-voltage relation

for (b) collinear and (c) noncollinear

magnetizations. (d)–(f) are for Fe/NiO/

Fe MTJ.
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voltage. In the figure, we also include the experimental data

of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ with 25 Å thickness MgO and 4 Å

thickness NiO.18 Although the thickness of MgO layers in our

calculation is about 4.0 Å, a qualitative comparison is still

useful for the purpose of checking the validity of calculation

parameters. Comparing three theoretical results to experimen-

tal data, one can clearly see that the inclusion of both noncol-

linear interface magnetization and electron correlation into

the calculation is very important for obtaining qualitatively

correct results, especially the negative TMR. Figures 2(b) and

2(c) show the current-bias relation for both collinear and non-

collinear magnetizations. The PC current is higher than APC

current for collinear magnetization within all range of bias

voltage, while for noncollinear magnetization, the PC current

is higher than APC current at positive bias voltage only. For

comparison, we show TMR and current of Fe/NiO/Fe MTJ in

Figs. 2(d)–2(f). In contrast to Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ, Fe/NiO/

Fe MTJ always gives the positive and symmetric TMR. The

TMR of noncollinear magnetization is higher than that of col-

linear one, which is different from the result of Fe/MgO/NiO/

Fe MTJ. Such difference indicates that the symmetry of inter-

faces plays an important role in determining the TMR.

To better understand the origin of negative TMR, we pre-

sent the transmission-energy curve of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ

for noncollinear and collinear magnetization in Fig. 3. As for

collinear magnetization, the PC transmission is much higher

than the APC throughout the whole energy range. Further

analysis shows that the electron tunneling is dominated by the

up-spin electronic states while the down-spin electrons con-

tribute little to the tunneling current. As the magnetization

becomes noncollinear, the PC transmission is higher than

APC at positive energy. But at the negative energy interval

[–0.45 –�0.15 eV], the PC transmission becomes smaller

than APC. Since the current is determined by the integration

of transmission, the APC current will be higher than the PC

one at some negative bias voltage and therefore leads to the

negative TMR. This is an important result of this paper and

will be discussed in more details.

Figure 4 shows the transmission of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe

MTJ as function of kjj at the energy interval [-0.3–0.0 eV].

At the Fermi level, one can see the contribution from the D1

state and the down-spin interface state, which is validated by

the analysis presented in Figs. S2–S4 of the supplementary

material. As the energy decreases, in the PC case [Fig. 4(a)],

a large peak near the C point appears which is attributed to

the up-spin D1 states. Moreover, the down-spin interface

state vanishes at the finite energy, which is similar to that of

Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ.26,39–44 However, for APC [Fig. 4(b)], the

case is different from PC. The APC transmission at finite

energies shows a symmetric two-petal structure around the C
point. One can see from the color scale of Figs. 4(e)–4(h)

that the transmission is high and, more important, the high

transmission is distributed in a large area of the Brillouin

zone. By virtue of the kjj integration of transmission, one

thus obtains the higher integrated transmission of APC than

PC at the negative energy as shown in Fig. 3.

To understand the two-petal structure of APC transmis-

sion, we compare it with the kjj-resolved projected density of

states (DOS) of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ shown in Fig. 5. By

checking the projected DOS on four Fe layers and two NiO

layers at –0.3 eV, one can clearly see that the two-petal struc-

ture is mainly arisen from the Fe/NiO interface layer.

Moreover, the comparison between the transmission shown

in Fig. 4 and the DOS shown in Fig. S5 at different energies

confirms that the two-petal structure is an interface state at

the Fe/NiO interface. By further checking the collinear DOS
FIG. 3. Transmission as function of energy of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ for (a)

noncollinear and (b) collinear cases.

FIG. 4. kjj-resolved transmission of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ for collinear/non-

collinear and PC/APC. In the collinear case, the up-spin (upper) and down-

spin (lower) compnent are given next to the total transmission. Units of kx

and ky, which vary between [–0.5–0.5] are 2p
b and 2p

a with a and b given in

Fig. 1.
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shown in Figs. S5(c) and S5(d), one finds that such an inter-

face state is an up-spin state. Therefore, we found in Fe/

MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ two Fe interface states, i.e., the up-spin

interface state at about –0.3 eV and the down-spin interface

state at the Fermi level.

Further, we show the transmission of Fe/NiO/Fe MTJ in

Fig. S4 (see the supplementary material). In the collinear

case, the up-spin interface state and a narrow D1 peak are

seen at –0.3 eV. In the noncollinear case, the PC transmission

is similar to the collinear one, but only the up-spin interface

state is seen in APC. This behavior can be explained by the

spin mixing effect.45 As for the Fe/NiO/Fe MTJ with four

NiO layers, the tilting angle hFe is about 5�. The up-spin D1

and interface states will be projected onto the down-spin

states, which results in the occurrence of up-spin interface

state in noncollinear APC transmission. Since hFe is small,

the contribution from D1 state is not remarkable. However,

the interface state contributes much to the transmission due

to the fact that, in general, the interface state can generate

large tunneling current in thin MTJ.

We continue to discuss the transmission of Fe/MgO/NiO/

Fe MTJ shown in Fig. 4. From collinear PC transmission

shown in Fig. 4(c), one can see the D1 peak and up-spin inter-

face state at –0.3 eV. Compared with Fe/NiO/Fe MTJ, the D1

peak in Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ becomes wider because in

MgO-based MTJ the D1 state is distributed in a larger region

of the Brillouin zone. But for collinear APC transmission

[Fig. 4(d)], it is much smaller than PC, and thus, a lower cur-

rent and a positive TMR are always found in collinear case

shown in Fig. 2. Turning to the noncollinear transmission, one

can find that the PC transmission is dominated by the D1 state.

Due to large transmission and wide distribution of D1 state,

the two-petal feature of up-spin interface state cannot be eas-

ily seen. Moreover, the APC transmission is dominated by the

two-petal up-spin interface state due to the spin-mixing effect

induced by the large tilting angle (�10�) for MTJ with two

NiO layers. But for the D1 state, its absence in APC may be

due to the interface between NiO and MgO layers, which

greatly suppresses the D1 state tunneling through the MgO/

NiO interface.

When the barrier becomes thick, the contribution from the

interface states will decrease, which has been demonstrated in

Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs.26,27 Such statement still holds for NiO/

MgO MTJ as shown in Fig. S6 (see the supplementary

material), which shows the TMR of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe MTJ

with varying thickness of NiO or MgO layers. For a single

NiO layer, the TMR can reach –50%. Instead, for thicker NiO

layer than two, the sign of TMR reverses. This phenomenon

can be understood by spin mixing effect and up-spin interface

state. On one hand, as the thickness increases, the contribu-

tions from the interface states will decrease.26,27 On the other

hand, as the NiO thickness increases, the angle of interface Fe

magnetization decreases shown in Table SI (supplementary

material) and thereby spin mixing effect becomes weak. For

the same reason, the TMR of MTJ with thick MgO layers

becomes positive.

Finally, we briefly discuss the comparison between our

simulation results and experimental observation. Although

both theory and experiment reproduce negative TMR, the

device geometry and physical mechanism may differ. First,

the electrode material is different, i.e., Fe used in our simula-

tion but CoFeB used in experiment. Such difference may

result in distinct spin-polarization of electrodes, tilting angle

of interface magnetization and interface structure between

FM and electrodes, which will influence the TMR. Second,

the negative TMR observed in experiment is for 25 Å MgO

layers, but in simulations, the negative TMR is obtained only

for two MgO layers. For a quantitative comparison between

simulation and experiment, the device details, material fac-

tors, and other physical effects should be considered. This

interesting topic will be studied in our future calculations.

In summary, we investigated the TMR of Fe/MgO/NiO/

Fe MTJ based on the DFT/NEGF method. The results show

that the negative TMR obtained in thin-barrier MTJ is attrib-

uted to spin mixing effect and the interface state at –0.3 eV.

Such interface state is of up-spin nature, which is different

from the down-spin interface state at the Fermi level. Due to

the tilting angle of the interface Fe magnetization, which

induces the spin mixing effect, the up-spin interface state will

be projected onto the down-spin state. This will enhance the

electron tunneling in APC and thereby reproduce the negative

TMR. However, as the thickness of barrier increases, the con-

tribution from the up-spin interface state drops abruptly, and

therefore, the positive TMR recovers. Our results provide a

FIG. 5. Atomic layers at the Fe/NiO

interface. The four Fe layers next to Fe

lead are marked by Fe(1)–Fe(4) and

two NiO layers by NiO(1) and NiO(2)

(Bottom panel) kjj dependent density

of states projected on each layer shown

in the top panel at E ¼ �0.3 eV. Units

of kx and ky, which vary between �0.5

and 0.5, are 2p
b and 2p

a with a and b
given in Fig. 1.
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possibility of reproducing negative TMR, which may be use-

ful in explaining experimentally observed negative TMR.

See supplementary material for Ni/Fe magnetic

moments and projected density of states of Fe/MgO/NiO/Fe

MTJ, and complex band structure, down-spin interface state,

and transmission of Fe/NiO/Fe MTJ.
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